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Abstract

A Keynesian beauty contest is a wide class of games of guessing the most popular strat-
egy among other players. In particular, guessing a fraction of a mean of numbers chosen
by all players is a classic behavioral experiment designed to test level-𝑘 reasoning patterns
among various groups of people. The previous literature reveals that the sophistication level
of opponents is an important factor affecting the outcome of the game. Smarter decision mak-
ers choose strategies that are closer to theoretical Nash equilibrium and demonstrate faster
convergence to equilibrium in iterated contests with information revelation. In the level-𝑘 rea-
soning framework, the Nash equilibrium is played only by infinitely advanced players, 𝑘 = ∞.
We run a series of virtual experiments with an AI player, GPT-4, who plays against various
groups of players. We test how advanced is this learning language model compared to human
players by replicating some of the classic experiments. It is shown that GPT-4 takes into
account the opponents’ level of sophistication and adapts by changing the strategy. However,
the transformation of the particular values of parameters to output data does not necessar-
ily respect the comparative statics of the model. Lasso regression analysis revealed a closer
alignment of AI-generated guesses to strategic thinking compared to human participants. Our
results contribute to the discussion on the accuracy of modeling human economic agents by
artificial intelligence.

1 Introduction

Economics as a science began with an attempt to represent real-world situations using formal

theoretical models. Modeling made it possible to focus on the main assumptions about the behavior

of economic agents and abstract from less important effects. However, in many situations, the

variety of models has made it impossible to make an unambiguous prediction about the outcome

of economic interaction. In order to distinguish a good model from a bad one, economists began
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to use empirical analysis of data sets collected as a result of observations of economic processes. If

the model’s conclusions are consistent with the observed data, one can say with good reason that

the proposed model is good. Nevertheless, the quality of data sets plays a critical role. In many

situations, it is impossible to use observed data to test hypotheses because the data is inconsistent

(that is, individual observations were obtained under different conditions). In order to deal with

this obstacle, researchers began to conduct laboratory experiments where people make decisions

under carefully modeled conditions so that the collected data on people’s behavior is consistent

and comparable with theoretical predictions.

The recent appearance of large language models (LLMs) resulted in numerous attempts to

substitute humans with generative agents in various settings (see, for example, Park et al. (2023)).

The motivation is simple: in many economic activities, the use of algorithms sooner or later will be

cheaper and more productive than the use of labor. Still, at this point, it is not clear to what extent

LLM can simulate the human’s behavior. Several papers investigated the differences between LLM

decisions and the participants of economic experiments. In the recent manuscript, Horton (2023)

replicates several classic experiments with LLM players and advocates the use of LLMs as models

for ordinary economic agents. Our paper contributes to this strand of literature by studying the

behavior of the GPT-4 model in the classic Guess the number game. This game belongs to a

wider class of Keynesian beauty contest experiments and is of particular importance because it is

designed to study level-𝑘 reasoning, the ability to make a sequence of conclusions by a player as

a function of their level of sophistication. To what extent LLM behaves like a human in making

sequential conclusions? To answer this question, we replicate a series of well-known experiments

with human participants by asking GPT-4 to play against various groups of competitors.

The rules of the Guess the number game are as follows. A group of 𝑛 players simultaneously

and independently choose a number between 0 and 100. Denote by 𝑚 the mean of all strategies

played. A player whose number is the closest to 𝑝𝑚, where 𝑝 > 0 is the predetermined constant

known to all players before the game, wins. In case of a tie, all tied players get the corresponding

share of the prize. For 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1), there is a unique Nash equilibrium in the model where all players

choose 0. In a particular case of 𝑛 = 2, choosing 0 is a weakly dominant strategy.
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Multiple experiments show that in the Guess the number game people, in general, do not

play Nash equilibrium. In the pioneering experimental paper, Nagel (1995) demonstrated that in

sessions with 𝑝 = 1/2 and 𝑝 = 2/3 no subject chose 0 and only 6 percent chose numbers below 10.

However, in the iterated game the strategies converged to Nash equilibrium from period to period,

after the participants learned statistics from the previous rounds (Nagel, 1995). If one uses the

median of the chosen numbers instead of the mean, results do not change much in a one-shot game

but in the iterated game convergence to 0 is faster in the median variant compared to the mean

variant (Duffy & Nagel, 1997). Switching to the maximum instead of the mean or the median

increases the chosen strategies (Duffy & Nagel, 1997).

In a particular case of 𝑛 = 2, one could possibly anticipate a significant share of players

choosing 0, a weakly dominant strategy. However, this is not the case. Only 10% of undergraduate

students and 37% of the audience of economics or psychology decision-making conferences chose

0 (Grosskopf & Nagel, 2008). Also, the mean of numbers chosen by the professionals (22) is lower

than the mean of numbers chosen by the students (36). A higher number of participants 𝑛 = 18

leads to a lower mean both for professionals (19) and students (29). However, in the case of

professionals, this difference is not statistically significant (Grosskopf & Nagel, 2008).

Several theoretical models explaining the non-equilibrium behavior were proposed in the liter-

ature. Most of these models deal with the notion of bounded rationality when players are rational

only to some extent; the degree of rationality is associated with the sophistication of a player. A

dynamical model where the players choose one of the step-𝑘 behavioral rules, learn the results of

the experiment, and choose more successful rules in the next iterations, was presented and esti-

mated in Stahl (1996). A further extension of the set of possible behavioral strategies is discussed

in Stahl (1998). Ho et al. (1998) builds the bounded rationality models based on the iterative

deletion of dominated strategies and iterated best replies to previously played actions. It appears

that many participants of experiments are using iterated best response arguments. Namely, Bosch

et al. (2002) describes an experiment organized by The Financial Times where 64% of players

indeed explained that they exploited the best responses to the revealed statistics. Weber (2003)

demonstrated that the feedback from organizers plays a key role in the speed of convergence to
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Nash equilibrium: in the absence of the feedback, the numbers also decreased but at a lower rate.

Advice from a peer participant has an even stronger effect on the performance than pure statistics

provided by the organizers (Kocher et al., 2014). The authors of the latter paper relate it to the

limited ability of players to analyze statistical data.

Cognitive ability is also an important determinant of the outcome of the Guess the number

game. Players with higher scores in a cognitive ability test choose lower numbers (Burnham

et al., 2009). Mixed evidence was reported in Brañas-Garza et al. (2012): the better performance

in the CRT test that measures cognitive reflectiveness is associated with lower numbers in the

Guess the number game, whereas the outcome of the Raven test measuring visual reasoning and

analytic intelligence surprisingly was not associated with the successful performance in the Guess

the number game.

Another evidence that the level of players’ sophistication matters, comes from experiments

where teams consisting of several players played instead of single players. The strategies of teams

of 2 players do not differ significantly from the strategies chosen by individual players (Sutter, 2005).

At the same time, teams consisting of 3 and 4 players outperform individual players (Kocher &

Sutter, 2005, Sutter, 2005).

One could hypothesize that emotions affect the players’ decisions by diminishing the ability to

perform deep analysis of the game. However, the evidence differs for various conditions. Players

experiencing stress during the game indeed choose higher numbers (Leder et al., 2013). Angry

participants of the experiment have a lower level of reasoning compared to the control group

(Castagnetti et al., 2023). At the same time, sadness has little effect on the players’ strategies

(Castagnetti et al., 2023).

For more experimental and theoretical results on Guess the number games, we refer the reader

to one of the surveys (Nagel, 2008, Nagel et al., 2017).

By performing a series of experiments, we aimed to investigate the decision-making process

and strategy formulation of the GPT-4 model playing against participants with varying levels of

familiarity with game theory concepts. The key questions of interest are: (1) to what extent GPT-

4 model behaves like a human player? and (2) can GPT-4 successfully identify the other players’
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level of sophistication?

2 The Experimental Design

The experiments were structured into several distinct scenarios, each characterized by a com-

bination of factors including the type of aggregate statistic used to determine the winning number

(Function), the target percentage (𝑝) of the aggregate statistic, the number of players involved

(𝑛), and the composition of the opponent group (Opponents). These factors are identical to the

settings of classic experiments with real people (see Table 1).

Original paper n p Function Opponents

Grosskopf & Nagel (2008) 2 2/3 Mean First year undergraduate students majoring
in economics

2 2/3 Mean Audience of economics or psychology-
decision making conferences

18 2/3 Mean First year undergraduate students majoring
in economics

18 2/3 Mean Audience of game theory conferences

Nagel (1995) 18 1/2 Mean Undergraduate students of various faculties
18 2/3 Mean Undergraduate students of various faculties

Duffy & Nagel (1997) 16 1/2 Mean Undergraduate students
16 1/2 Median Undergraduate students
16 1/2 Maximum Undergraduate students

Castagnetti et al. (2023) 3 0,7 Mean individuals experiencing anger
3 0,7 Mean individuals experiencing sad emotions

Brañas-Garza et al. (2012) 24 1/2 Mean individuals with high CRT score
24 1/2 Mean individuals with low CRT score
24 2/3 Mean individuals with high CRT score
24 2/3 Mean individuals with low CRT score

Table 1: Summary of experiments replicated in this paper with AI player. CRT = cognitive reflection
test.

In each scenario, we simulate one of the human participants using the GPT-4 model. Our goal

is to explore the effects of specified conditions on the model’s responses and compare the AI’s

strategies with human strategies, given all else equal. The procedure commences by addressing

the application programming interface (API) with prompts containing information regarding the

experimental conditions including a description of the opponents, the values of 𝑝 and 𝑛, and the
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specific aggregate function. Following the delivery of prompts, the responses elicited from GPT-

4 are systematically recorded, including the ‘chain of thought’ of the model. This method is

advocated for use with LLMs to enhance the clarity and rationale behind the model’s outputs. To

take into account the variability of responses, this procedure is iteratively conducted 50 times for

each set of parameters. Each query was sent as a new one to avoid learning effects. This approach

facilitates the examination of consistency and the identification of patterns within the responses

generated by GPT-4.

The following prompt for GPT-4 was formulated to simulate Guess the number game taking

into account the parameters of the game described above:

‘You are playing the game. In this game n players simultaneously select a real

number between 0 and 100, inclusive. The winner of the game is the player who select

a number closest to p of the Function of numbers chosen by all players. You are playing

against the following opponents: Opponents. The information on your opponent is

important. Incorporate it in your answer. What is your guess? Show a reasoning and

after conclude with your guess. Your answer should end with clear numerical answer.’

Below, we provide an example of the GPT-4 response to the prompt in the following scenario:

𝑛 = 2, 𝑝 = 2/3, mean is the aggregate function, and the opponents are audiences from economics

or psychology decision-making conferences.

‘In these situations, it’s often useful to operate on the assumption that the audience

is highly rational and well-educated in game theory or decision making strategies from

their respective fields - economics or psychology. First, consider the Nash equilibrium,

which is the most strategically optimal play for all participants. If both players are

rational, they might think to guess 66.66 (2/3 of 100) because it is the maximum value

both players can choose. However, if both players anticipate that the other player will

do the same, they will realise that choosing 66.66 is not the best choice because 2/3 of

the average of two equal choices (66.66 in this case) will be less than 66.66. Therefore,

both players will reduce their guesses to be closer to 2/3 of 66.66, which is about 44.44.
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But again, the same logic applies - if both players think the other player will guess

44.44, then it would be more optimal to choose 2/3 of 44.44, which is about 29.63.

This logic can be recursively applied, and when calculated to the infinite, the Nash

equilibrium is about zero. However, considering the audience – finance and psychology

– oftentimes, people are not 100% rational and might not know or apply the Nash

equilibrium. They are likely to pick a number considering the half point (50), or two-

thirds of it (33.33). So their choices are probably distributed around these numbers.

To have a higher chance of winning, our number should be near 2/3 of these expected

averages. In light of this, we conclude: Taking 2/3 of the midpoint (50), we get 33.33.

To counter this, our guess should be about 2/3 of 33.33, which is approximately 22.22.

Similarly, taking 2/3 of 33.33, we get approximately 22.22, and our counter should be

2/3 of 22.22, which is approximately 14.81. Let’s average these two values for our final

answer, yielding (22.22 + 14.81) / 2 = 18.52. So, our best guess would be 18.52.’

This response discusses the concept of Nash equilibrium, assuming the audience is highly ra-

tional and well-educated in game theory. The GPT-4 response explains how the answers converge

to zero. Note that it is not clear from the answer whether the strategies are separated from the

actual Nash equilibrium (0, 0) (which is, moreover, the equilibrium in weakly dominant strategies

for 𝑛 = 0). GPT-4 acknowledges that real-world players may not be perfectly rational and may

choose numbers around certain reference points like 50 or 33.33. GPT-4 also understands that to

maximize the chance of winning, the response should be close to 2/3 of the expected averages.

Then, GPT-4 makes another step of reasoning and increases the level of opponents’ sophistication

by 1. Through a recursive process, it proposes a number which is a mix of the best responses

to level-2 reasoning strategies. This example demonstrates that GPT-4 is aware of the iterative

reasoning concept and capable of considering the bounded rationality of participants based on

their characteristics.
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3 Results

3.1 Comparison of AI’s and Human Players’ Guesses

The results of experiments are presented in Table 2. The table contains information about

several experiments highlighting the differences in performance between AI player and real human

participants under different conditions. Column ‘AI’ shows the average of guesses of GPT-4 in

each setting. Column ‘Human Players’ displays the guesses of real human participants known from

the previous literature. This table provides a comprehensive overview of how AI players compare

to human participants in Guess the number game across different settings, including participant

compositions and target goals.

As one can see, in all comparable experimental settings, the guesses of AI agents are closer

to zero compared to those of real agents, implying better chances of winning. Still, GPT-4 fails

to play a weakly dominant strategy 0 when 𝑛 = 2, which means that AI either did not recognize

the opportunity to play a weakly dominant strategy or misinterpreted the corresponding solution

concept. Across 6 comparable experiments, average AI agents’ guesses vary from 5.17 to 33.78,

while real agents provide answers ranging from 18.98 to 39.7 on average, depending on the ex-

periment settings (Nagel, 1995, Grosskopf & Nagel, 2008). The closest results between these two

types of agents are obtained in the case of an experiment with 18 participants who are undergrad-

uate students of various faculties, where 𝑝 = 1/2, and the mean serves as the aggregate statistic.

Conversely, the highest difference between guesses is observed for the same experiment, except

𝑝 = 2/3.

Regarding the varying levels of familiarity with game theory concepts among participants, we

report the following results. In both cases involving AI and real agents, the lowest guesses were

made by humans and AI in the presence of the virtual audiences of game theory conferences.

For 𝑝 = 2/3 and 𝑛 = 18, real agents’ guesses averaged around 18.98 (Grosskopf & Nagel, 2008),

whereas AI agents’ guesses averaged 5.17. For 𝑝 = 2/3 and 𝑛 = 2, real agents played on average

21.73 (Grosskopf & Nagel, 2008), whereas average strategy of GPT-4 was 13.1. For undergraduate

students from various faculties, the relation between the strategies of humans and AI players is
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n p Function Opponents AI Human players
(previous litera-
ture)

2 2/3 Mean First year undergraduate students ma-
joring in either economics, political sci-
ence, law, medicine or humanities with
no formal training in game theory

26.04 35.57

2 2/3 Mean Audience of economics or psychology-
decision making conferences

13.1 21.73

18 2/3 Mean First year undergraduate students ma-
joring in either economics, political sci-
ence, law, medicine or humanities with
no formal training in game theory

22.31 29.31

18 2/3 Mean Audience of game theory conferences 5.17 18.98
18 1/2 Mean Undergraduate students of various fac-

ulties
17.87 23.7

18 2/3 Mean Undergraduate students of various fac-
ulties

13.75 39.7

16 1/2 Mean Undergraduate students 15.71 Difference with me-
dian is not significant

16 1/2 Median Undergraduate students 21.63 Difference with mean
is not significant

16 1/2 Maximum Undergraduate students 33.78 Maximum of three
3 0,7 Mean Individuals experiencing anger 43.14 Less optimal com-

pared to control
group

3 0,7 Mean Individuals experiencing sad emotions 27.58 No evidence of less op-
timal play compared
to control group

3 0,7 Mean Individuals experiencing neither anger
nor sad emotions

30.12

24 1/2 Mean Individuals with high cognitive reflec-
tion test (CRT) score

8.88 Lower numbers com-
pared to players with
low CRT scores

24 1/2 Mean Individuals with low cognitive reflec-
tion test (CRT) score

22.16 Higher numbers com-
pared to players with
high CRT scores

24 2/3 Mean Individuals with high cognitive reflec-
tion test (CRT) score

9.49 Lower numbers com-
pared to players with
low CRT scores

24 2/3 Mean Individuals with low cognitive reflec-
tion test (CRT) score

25.02 Higher numbers com-
pared to players with
high CRT scores

Table 2: Results of the experiments. AI player’s strategies are presented in column ‘AI’. Results of
experiments with human players from previous literature are presented in column ‘Human Players’ for
comparison purposes.
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similar: GPT-4 plays lower numbers. In particular, for 𝑝 = 2/3 and 𝑛 = 18 the average strategies

were 29.31 and 22.31, respectively, whereas for 𝑝 = 2/3 and 𝑛 = 2 the average strategies were

35.57 and 26.04, respectively. We conclude that AI successfully recognizes the type of competitors

and plays a higher number against first-year undergraduate students compared to games against

more sophisticated players.

It appears that the GPT-4 model unexpectedly reacts to changes in 𝑝, the percentage of the

targeted mean. The strategy of GPT-4 increased from 13.75 to 17.87, as 𝑝 decreased from 𝑝 = 2/3

to 𝑝 = 1/2, all else equal (see lines 5 and 6 in Table 2). Note that the similar reaction from real

players was in the expected direction (Nagel, 1995). This means that the transformation of the

particular values of parameters to output data does not necessarily respect the comparative statics

of the model.

Additionally, the study conducted by Duffy & Nagel (1997) revealed that there is no significant

statistical difference between two similar experiments, when the aggregate statistics changes from

the mean to median. In contrast, within the AI agent setting, a 𝑡-test indicated a significant

difference between the AI strategies in the mean (15.71) and median games (21.36). At the same

time, in both games with and without GPT-4, when the aggregate statistic is the maximum of all

numbers, human and artificial players choose higher numbers.

As for players experiencing emotions, the results of our experiments are in line with Castagnetti

et al. (2023). GPT-4 plays on average significantly higher number (43.14) compared to games

against the control group (30.12). In games against sad players, AI plays on average similar

strategies (27.58) compared to the control group (30.12).

Finally, we report that GPT-4 successfully adapts its strategy to players with higher cognitive

abilities measured by cognitive reflection test scores. Since more advanced players choose lower

strategies (Breitmoser, 2012), the best response from artificial intelligence should be lower as well.

Table 2 shows that for both values of 𝑝 ∈ {1/2, 2/3}, GPT-4 significantly decreases the number

when playing against individuals with higher cognitive reflection test scores.

Figures 1–5 illustrate the density of GPT-4 guesses within some of the experimental settings.

The dashed gray vertical line represents the guesses made by real agents, and the bold gray vertical
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Figure 1: Distribution of GPT-4 responses in experiments from Table 2, lines 1–4.

line represents the average of AI guesses. In addition to previous discussion, it is evident that the

density curves exhibit a long right tail, indicating that in some cases, GPT-4 provides relatively

high suboptimal guesses.

3.2 Predictors of Strategy Deviation: A Lasso Regression Analysis

In our study, we employ Lasso regression analysis to quantitatively assess the divergence be-

tween the responses of real participants and those generated by the artificial player, GPT-4. The

absolute value of the difference between the answers provided by human players and those pro-

duced by the AI serves as the dependent variable in this analysis. This methodological choice

allows us to isolate and examine the magnitude of deviation, irrespective of the direction, thereby

focusing on the extent of discrepancy between human and artificial reasoning patterns within the
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Figure 2: Distribution of GPT-4 responses in experiments from Table 2, lines 5–6.

Figure 3: Distribution of GPT-4 responses in experiments from Table 2, lines 7–9.
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Figure 4: Distribution of GPT-4 responses in experiments from Table 2, lines 10–12.

Figure 5: Distribution of GPT-4 responses in experiments from Table 2, lines 13–16.
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context of the Guess the number game.

To explore the factors influencing this deviation, we analyze the frequency of specific words

used in the explanations of GPT-4 as independent variables. The rationale behind this approach is

to investigate the linguistic features and terminologies that might correlate with the AI’s answers

relative to human answers. By identifying patterns in language use that significantly affect the

disparity in responses, we aim to uncover insights into the cognitive processes and strategies

employed by both real and artificial players. The use of Lasso regression, with its capacity for

variable selection and regularization, enables us to pinpoint the most salient linguistic predictors

while mitigating the risk of overfitting, thereby ensuring the robustness of our findings.

The Lasso regression model is formalized as follows:

𝛽 = argmin
𝛽

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ 1

2𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽0 −

𝑝∑︁
𝑗=1

𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒
2

+ 𝜆

𝑝∑︁
𝑗=1

|𝛽𝑗|

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ , (1)

where:

• 𝑁 denotes the total number of observations;

• 𝑦𝑖 represents the dependent variable, specifically the absolute value of the discrepancy be-

tween the responses of real participants and the artificial intelligence for the 𝑖-th observation;

• 𝑥𝑖𝑗 signifies the 𝑗-th independent variable for the 𝑖-th observation, corresponding to the

frequency of specific words within the GPT-4 discussions;

• 𝛽0 is the intercept term of the model, and 𝛽𝑗 are the coefficients associated with each inde-

pendent variable, which are estimated by the Lasso regression;

• 𝜆 is a regularization parameter that influences the extent of penalty applied to the size of

the coefficients, facilitating variable selection by driving some coefficients to zero and thereby

reducing the model’s complexity.

The objective function consists of two parts: the first term is the residual sum of squares, quan-

tifying the model’s fit to the data, while the second term is the Lasso penalty, enforcing a constraint
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Figure 6: Lasso regression results

on the magnitude of the coefficients to prevent overfitting and improve the interpretability of the

model by selecting a more parsimonious set of predictors.

This analytical strategy contributes to our understanding of the nuances in AI-based decision

making. We not only evaluate the capabilities of GPT in mimicking human strategic thinking but

also shed light on how the decision making process may facilitate the AI’s alignment with human

behavior in complex decision-making scenarios.

The results of Lasso regression are presented on Figure 6. The figure is depicting Lasso re-

gression coefficients for various words. The chart is divided into two sections by a vertical zero

line. Words with bars extending to the right of the zero line have positive coefficients, indicating

a positive relationship between the frequency of these words in the GPT-4 discussions and the

absolute deviation between the responses of real and artificial players. Conversely, words with

bars extending to the left have negative coefficients, suggesting an inverse relationship.

The positive coefficients associated with words like ‘rationality’, ‘logic’, ‘equilibrium’, and ‘strat-

egy’ suggest that as GPT-4 more frequently invokes concepts tied to formal reasoning and strategic

analysis, its numbers diverge more from those of human players. This implies that when the AI
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emphasizes a rational and calculated approach, as denoted by these terms, it may not align closely

with the heuristic or intuitive methods that human participants might employ.

This divergence could be indicative of a fundamental difference in the decision-making processes

between humans and artificial intelligence. While GPT-4 may default to a more systematic and

theoretically grounded line of reasoning, humans are known to utilize a blend of cognitive shortcuts,

emotions, and bounded rationality, which might lead to less predictable but more human-typical

answers. Thus, the AI’s reliance on rationality and logic, while theoretically sound, could cause it

to stray from the common human responses that are influenced by a wider array of psychological

and contextual factors.

4 Conclusion

This study presents an innovative exploration into the dynamics of the Keynesian beauty con-

test by integrating artificial intelligence, specifically GPT-4, to simulate human economic behavior.

Our experiments have highlighted GPT-4’s advanced capability to adapt its strategies by recog-

nizing and responding to the level of sophistication in human opponents, offering insights into the

potential of AI in modeling economic agents. However, decisions made by AI do not always strictly

adhere to changes in the numerical parameters of the model.

The findings demonstrate a closer alignment of AI-generated guesses to strategic thinking

compared to human participants, revealing a disparity in decision-making processes and rationality.

The use of Lasso regression analysis further enriches our understanding by identifying linguistic

predictors that influence the deviation in strategies between humans and AI.

This research lays a foundation for future studies on the implications of integrating AI into

economic modeling and decision-making. The convergence of AI’s calculated rationality with

human intuition and behavior opens new avenues for enhancing predictive models and designing

economic policies that account for the bounded rationality in human economic activities.
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